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Obama’s adviser warns on China
From Page 1

arms to ensure that we are
presenting a coherent and united
front . . . pushing for adherence to a
clear set of rules and principles.’’

While tariffs could be a part of
that mix, ‘‘you don’t use a
screwdriver to hammer in a nail’’.

‘‘The focus ought to be on the sin
not the sinner, so to speak,’’ Mr
Russel said. ‘‘The Trump
administration has been able to get
China’s attention, it has been able to
generate a considerable mount of
leverage and bring China to the table
– but it has completely failed to
translate that leverage into good
outcomes.’’

Mr Trump’s threat last week of a

further $US300 billion in tariffs on
Chinese imports from September 1
sent markets tumbling and was
described by Trade Minister Simon
Birmingham – who was in Beijing for
trade talks – as ‘‘a disappointing
potential further development’’.

The move – announced on Twitter
– appeared to pre-empt trade talks
due next month in Washington as
the two countries try to reach a deal.
White House economics adviser
Larry Kudlow said Mr Trump was
dissatisfied with progress.

Mr Russel said Mr Trump’s
decisions were ‘‘clearly intended to
inflict damage on the Chinese
economy’’ and ‘‘you really can’t
damage the Chinese economy
without damaging the interests of

the broader region and the global
economic system’’, particularly
Australia. ‘‘What we are seeing is far
more than a trade war,’’ he said.
‘‘Unfortunately even a trade deal is
unlikely to stop the downward spiral
because the issues are increasingly
politicised. Both sides are hardening.
It looks to be a lose-lose proposition.
I don’t think either country or the
region can benefit from this level of
friction and enmity between the US
and China.’’

Mr Russel is in Australia for
events with the Kevin Rudd-led Asia
Society Policy Institute and will
meet Victorian government officials
about China’s massive Belt and Road
infrastructure initiative.

Daniel Andrews’ government has

signed a memorandum of
understanding with Beijing but it
stops short of binding the state to
involvement in any particular
project or initiative.

Mr Russel broadly backed the
federal government’s approach that
‘‘each project should be evaluated on
its own merits’’. ‘‘The fact that most
of these projects are not open to fair
and transparent international
competition is a serious flaw that
[we] urge the Chinese government
to correct,’’ he said.

Mr Pompeo arrived in Sydney last
night as part of the annual Australia-
United States Ministerial
Consultation. He will have a private
dinner with Prime Minister Scott
Morrison at Kirribilli today.

Saving Saving 
Sir HubertSir Hubert
Australian of the Year 
Richard ‘‘Harry’’  Harris 
has a new mission:  
rescuing an adventurer 
from obscurity. 
Jewel Topsfi eld 
reports.

J
oint Australian of the Year
Richard ‘‘Harry’’ Harris was
bemused when a colleague
greeted him as ‘‘Sir Hubert’’

as the two doctors began preparing
for surgery a few years ago.

Like many Australians, the
anaesthetist and cave diver had
never heard of South Australian-
born Sir George ‘‘Hubert’’ Wilkins,
one of the world’s greatest
adventurers and polar explorers.

The colleague said he was
reminded of Dr Harris when he read
Sir Hubert’s biography, The Last
Explorer, which is filled with tales
of the forgotten Australian’s
derring-do.

One of the most adventurous
polymaths of the first half of the
20th century, Sir Hubert was a
pioneering climatologist, explorer,
ornithologist, official war
photographer, aviator and
geographer, philosopher and
environmentalist.

He was the only Australian official
photographer from any war to be
awarded a combat medal, receiving
the Military Cross with Bar despite
never carrying a weapon. (General
John Monash once described him as
the bravest man in the Australian
Imperial Force.)

Sir Hubert and co-pilot Ben
Eielson were the first men to fly a
plane across the Arctic in 1928 (an
achievement that earned Sir Hubert
a knighthood from King George V of
England and made him world
famous overnight) and the first to fly
over Antarctica.

‘‘You can’t read the book and not
go away and think: ‘How is it
possible that we have never heard of
this guy?’,’’ Dr Harris said. ‘‘I
admired his courage and tenacity,
particularly in the face of scepticism
and sometimes ridicule from the
establishment.’’

In January, Dr Harris and cave-
diving partner Dr Craig Challen
were named joint Australians of the
Year for their roles in the thrilling
rescue of 12 boys and their coach
from a flooded Thai cave.

In speeches he made after
winning the award, Dr Harris
named Sir Hubert as among those
who had inspired him.

He was contacted by the newly-
formed Wilkins Foundation, which
asked Dr Harris to be their patron.

Now Dr Harris has a new rescue
mission: to help save Sir Hubert
from obscurity.

The Wilkins Foundation is
pushing for Sir Hubert’s feats to be
included in the school curriculum
and documents and images collated
and digitised for use by students and
researchers.

‘‘Wilkins is an unsung hero and
long overdue to be placed in the

same category as other Australian
explorers such as Sir Douglas
Mawson, Sir Ross [Smith] and Sir
Keith Smith and John McDouall
Stuart,’’ said Dr Harris, who will
address the History Teachers
Association of Australia conference
in October.

Dr Harris said Sir Hubert was the
‘‘father of polar meteorology’’. He
predicted weather forecasting could
be improved by establishing
permanent meteorological stations
within both polar circles.

‘‘These critical weather stations
would eventually provide the data
for an understanding that the
climate was changing,’’ Dr Harris
said.

(In 2006 Adelaide University

established the Sir Hubert Wilkins
Chair of Climate Change to provide
advice on how to tackle climate
change.)

Sir Hubert was asked by the
British Museum to conduct a two-

year study of animals in Northern
Australia in the early 1920s.

‘‘He was the first to warn of the
devastating loss of native flora and
fauna,’’ said Sir Hubert’s
biographer, Simon Nasht.

‘‘He called his homeland ‘the
poorest rich country in the world’
for its ignorance about
environmental destruction. It didn’t
earn him any friends.’’

Sir Hubert was also the first to
prove submarines were capable of
diving beneath the polar ice.
Although his own mission in 1931
failed to surface at the North Pole, as
he had hoped, it paved the way for
future expeditions.

‘‘The US Navy carried his
remains to the North Pole to honour
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ASIO faces
pressure on
metadata
warrants

Michael Koziol

The intelligence agency watchdog
has told MPs they should consider
greater transparency over
metadata warrants for journalists
as part of a probe into press
freedom following high-profile
raids on major media
organisations.

Inspector-General of
Intelligence and Security
Margaret Stone suggested ASIO
could be required to publicly
disclose the number of ‘‘journalist
information warrants’’ issued to it,
and report to the attorney-general
each time such a warrant is used –
including details about what it did
with the information gathered.

Ms Stone also noted – without
recommending changes – that the
attorney-general is not obliged to
consider specific public interest
factors when deciding whether to
grant other warrants to ASIO that
are potentially much more
intrusive than obtaining metadata.

Parliament’s powerful
intelligence and national security
committee is examining whether
laws should change to better
protect press freedom in the wake
of police raids in June at the home
of News Corp reporter Annika
Smethurst and the ABC’s Sydney
headquarters. The raids were part
of separate investigations into the
leaking of government information
that was used by those news
organisations to report on matters
of national security.

The parliamentary inquiry also
encompasses laws giving agencies
the power to view
telecommunications metadata
without a warrant – except for
journalists. In a submission to the
committee, Ms Stone raised the
idea of ‘‘enhancements’’ that
would require ASIO to publicly
report on the number of journalist
information warrants issued.
Currently, that information is
classified.

Ms Stone also suggests ASIO
could be forced to provide a report
to the attorney-general on each
metadata warrant issued –
including whether the data
enabled ASIO to identify the
journalist’s sources, and whether
ASIO shared or would share the
information with other domestic
or foreign intelligence agencies.

A former Federal Court judge,
Ms Stone did not explicitly endorse
those proposals in her submission.

However, she suggested the
committee ‘‘may wish to consider
whether [they] would be
desirable’’.

The IGIS scrutinises the
activities of ASIO, ASIS, the Office
of National Assessments, the
Australian Signals Directorate,
the Defence Intelligence
Organisation and the Australian
Geospatial-Intelligence
Organisation.

In her submission, Ms Stone
neither endorsed nor rejected a
key demand of major media
companies: that they should have
the opportunity to contest
warrants in court.

Rather, she noted: ‘‘Any
introduction of contested hearings
into the ASIO warrant process
would represent a significant
departure from the existing
arrangements, and would require
careful consideration.’’

In an earlier submission to the
inquiry, the Australian Federal
Police rejected the call for
contested hearings, warning it
would undermine investigations
and give people time to ‘‘destroy
evidence’’.

‘‘It is often very important to the
integrity of an investigation that
persons of interest are not made
aware of the investigation until
such time as the warrant is
executed,’’ the agency said.

The bipartisan committee,
chaired by Liberal MP Andrew
Hastie, will hold a series of public
hearings from August 13.

Saving 
Sir Hubert

Dr Richard ‘‘Harry’’
Harris wants the world

to know of the
adventurer Hubert

Wilkins (above with
fiancee Suzanne Bennett

and, above right, in
flying gear about 1925).
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There are many
reasons why Sir
Hubert is better
known in the US.

a man they considered a path-
breaker in polar research and
exploration,’’ said Mr Nasht.

‘‘In Australia, we had to fight to
get a brick in his name laid on North
Terrace in Adelaide.’’

Dick Smith said Dr Harris’
patronage of the Wilkins
Foundation was the best thing that
has happened for the adventurer’s
legacy in 30 years.

‘‘Sir Hubert has been a hero of
mine for about 40 years,’’ said Mr
Smith, who is also something of a
polymath: entrepreneur, record-
breaking aviator, philanthropist,
political activist and 1986 Australian
of the Year.

Mr Smith, who has recreated
many of Sir Hubert’s historic flights,

found the adventurer’s family
homestead at Mount Bryan East in
South Australia in ruins about 20
years ago.

To his horror, even the local
media were unaware of the
significance of the site: ‘‘In
practically any country other than
Australia, his birthplace would be a
national shrine.’’

Mr Smith bought the land from a
farmer and with the help of
donations from the Australian
Geographic Society restored the
cottage, which has been open to the
public since 2001.

He has also restored Sir Hubert’s
Chevrolet Woody, which the
adventurer was tinkering with on
the day he died. (Mr Smith

purchased it along with a sled he
bought from the explorer’s butler in
Pennsylvania.) ‘‘I would love to
donate the car one day to a museum
that covers Sir Hubert Wilkins
well,’’ Mr Smith said.

The historian and founder of the
Wilkins Foundation, Stephen
Carthew, said it had taken on a life of
its own, especially since Dr Harris
became the patron and it had a
functioning board.

‘‘We are working with archivists
in America to help us bring Wilkins
home – digitally – through our
website
www.wilkinsfoundation.org.au

There are many reasons mooted
why Sir Hubert is better known in
the United States than in his own
country: he lived about half his life
there and his scientific theories
were sometimes scorned at the time
because some of his feats were seen
as unsuccessful.

But he was also not a self-
promoter: due to his modest nature,
many iconic World War I
photographs he took have been
attributed to the more famous
Frank Hurley.

‘‘In Nasht’s book, someone said
Sir Hubert was ‘aggressively
modest’,’’ Dr Harris said. ‘‘I think
that is such an admirable quality.
Australians like people who don’t
sing their own praises. Feats are
more powerful than words.’’


